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About the eBook
A message of hope for anyone that has loved and lost a pet from
award-winning author B. Cat Stone.
Read this incredible, true tale about a cat that sent a “down-to-earth” message of
love and a gift to his friend from the other side. Learn that our animal friends do
wait for us in Heaven…a pet’s spirit can survive death and contact us from the
afterlife. They may even return to us!
animal spirits speak to us, and we can communicate with our pet angels!
What happens to our beloved animals when they pass away? A
pet’s death is not the end of your friendship and it may not be as
permanent as you think! This book will help you understand that
pets’ spirits, and their love for us, live on, and that it’s even
possible for them to make a “comeback.”
This is the incredible true story of a special cat named Snoopee,
about his life with the author and the friendship they’ve enjoyed,
even after his death. Share the special message and gift he sent
her: down-to-earth proof that our companions enjoy an afterlife
in pet heaven and are able to reach out to us from the other side.
Now there’s no doubt: Our animal friends are waiting for us at
the “Rainbow Bridge!”
Read about the wonderful life Snoopee the cat and the author enjoyed and the
bond they developed that has allowed them to communicate after he was
transformed to spirit.

Share the miraculous gift this cool cat sent from his “tenth” life (the afterlife)—a
token of friendship and devotion offering real-world confirmation that pet
consciousness lives on after death!
Get advice about coping with the loss of a pet from the positive perspective of
gaining a pet angel—“from grieving to believing.” Take comfort knowing an
animal’s essence stays with us after they physically depart.
Explore pet spirituality and the cycle of animal souls. Read about recent scientific
discoveries that prove telepathy is real.
Enjoy accounts of the author’s animal communication experiences on both sides
of the spiritual “fence,” as well as a remarkable true tale of pet reincarnation.
Learn how our animal friends in heaven communicate with us and get advice
about how you can contact your best friend on the other side (who’s waiting to
hear from you!).
Help rescue animals in need. Profits from the sale of this book support nonprofit,
no-kill animal rescue groups through project AIR (Association for Indie
Rescuers).
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eBook Excerpts
Chapter 1 Rescued!
It was a dark and sultry night. Suddenly, a cry rang out—a plaintiff, animal
sound; clearly a distress signal.
My brother John heard the weird wailing as he bicycled home through the side
streets of Tempe, Arizona. It seemed to be coming from bushes near the road he
traveled. John stopped and slowly approached the shrieking shrubbery. The noise
continued as he came nearer and surveyed the area. At the base of one of the
plants, he found the source of the sound. A tiny gray and white kitten, alone and
terrified, announced his dilemma at full volume.

Chapter 2 The Great White Sock Hunter
…Snoopee’s keen hunting instinct became apparent at a very early age. Even as a
small kitten, he would prowl around the house stalking and attacking toys and
unsuspecting housemates. But his favorite “prey” was white socks.
Soon after he’d integrated into the household, I began finding single white
“jock” socks around the house upon returning home from work. I was curious
about how this was happening, though Snoopee was the main suspect. One
weekend I witnessed him in action.
As I spied on him from the doorway, Snoopee trotted over to the bottom
drawer of the dresser in my bedroom. Most of the time this drawer was open a
few inches, because it jammed and wouldn’t shut completely. As I quietly
watched, he reached into the drawer with both paws. He searched until he found

a lone white sock (stranded and vulnerable, away from the rest of the underwear
“herd”).
Pulling his prize from the drawer, he took the top of the sock in his mouth and
walked away with it dragging underneath and trailing behind him. It was comical
to watch him awkwardly, yet proudly, move his catch from the bedroom, through
the hall to his destination: the kitchen. Invariably the socks ended up on top of
the dry cat food dish—a contribution to the tribe by Snoopee, the Great White
Sock Hunter.
Chapter 9 From Grieving to Believing
…Practice good grief by embracing these key principles:
Gratitude
Remembrance
Individuality
Empowerment
Faith
Gratitude: Practice gratitude for the gift of the relationship and wonderful life

you shared.
Remembrance: Ongoing memories create a cord that helps connect you to your
best buddy on the other side. Remember your pet as the special soul he or she
was and still is, and nurture happy memories.
Individuality: Your grief reflects you as an individual, as well as the bond you
have with your pet. Just as there is only one you and one unique relationship
between you and your friend, your grief is specific to you.
Empowerment: You have the power to direct the energy you put into mourning

into a vehicle for an ongoing spiritual relationship with your pet.
Faith: Stay in touch with your spiritual beliefs; practice your faith to help you

through. Know that your pet’s consciousness, and your love for one another,
survive the boundaries of space and time. You’ll always be together.
Animals are incredibly intuitive, especially in the afterlife. They often have
special messages of support and healing for their human friends after they pass.
They can convey not only words, but emotions and pictures as well.
Contact from your pet’s spirit can happen in several ways. Your friend may
come to you in a dream or when you’re awake. Some animals use items or events
in the physical world to convey their thoughts. Others, like Snoopee, use a
combination.
When our pet angels communicate, it’s “soul-speak.” There’s no mask or filter
on their thoughts or feelings, and their messages pop right into our minds

without any editing. So there’s a direct, honest heart-to-heart connection between
us.
From what I’ve experienced, most of the time when a pet passes, the first thing
they want to convey is heartfelt gratitude for the care and love they’ve received
during their life with us. They ask us not to be sad and reassure us they are happy
and doing well in their new world.
When animal spirits contact us soon after their death, they very often say they
feel free, relieved to be released from the pain of the physical bodies they left
behind. Many times they meet or live with the souls of animal and human loved
ones on the other side. They are very pleased, even excited, to be in a place they
describe as beautiful, surrounded by friends. Several have told me they feel like
they’re flying or dancing!
If you’re not open to hearing from your pet in the afterlife, it’s difficult for a
message to get through. Your pet may be trying to talk to you, but can’t get
through your “busy” signal. Or, you may be getting a signal but don’t recognize it
if you’re not expecting an angelic call.
Training in Pet Heaven

Pet Angel: Teacher, since arriving in heaven, I’ve tried to break through to my
mistress on Earth. I want to thank her, to say I’m happy here but will be with
her always. I’ve sent her many mind messages, but she doesn’t seem to get them.
It makes me sad to see her upset, crying because she thinks we’ll never be
together again. Please help me reach her.

Pet Spirit Guide: You are a young soul with much to learn. Your mistress is
not yet ready to communicate with you. In her waking state, her early grief is
like loud static that prevents her from hearing you. Understand that when
stalking butterflies, a bold frontal assault, though exhilarating, usually results
in failure and chaos as your prey scatters and flies away. Be patient. Right now
a slow, steady approach is far more effective. Use stealth: appear and talk to
your mistress in her dreams. In the alpha state she should be more receptive
and very happy to hear from her beloved friend.

13 Can We Talk? Contacting your Pet Angel
… Whether we realize it or not, our pet angels communicate with us in many
ways, both consciously and subconsciously. They look forward to being reunited
with us, either by returning to Earth in the form of another animal or by us
joining them in paradise. And, on rare occasion, a pet friend is able to briefly
cross back over the Rainbow Bridge to send a special delivery gift, as Snoopee
did.
Animals who communicate with us from the afterlife are harbingers of a
dimension beyond this world, one where we will someday happily rejoin all the
people and creatures we treasure that have passed before us. Until you’re
together in the world beyond this one, always remember the promise your pet
angel has made to you:
No matter what the trouble is or how dark things appear; whatever the
reason or the season, you can always count on me. Just call out my
name, and wherever I am, I'll come running to be with you, to lend a
helping paw. Until we meet again, you’ve got a friend.
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